
 

 
DRAWING: ARCHEOLOGY OF LANGUAGE 

 
 

“Drawings are mostly paper objects and some people believe  

that drawing is the fastest task of art. But art is too much  

in debt to the ‘almost nothing’[...]” Waltércio Caldas 

 

 

 I’m pretty interested in the histories that written language cannot register. 

Pre-histories interest me. This prior history is not the so-called starting point of a 

horizontal time-lime: eras, centuries, years. No. It is the foundation of a vertical 

work that rises itself every now and then, qualified, modified, torn down and 

reestablished by our own experiences. This work: the human being. 

 

“(...) Maybe it is not a bad thing the painter and the writer  

are not fully aware they’re founding humanity(...)”Merleau-Ponty 

 

  

 Merleau-Ponty states that man is the fruit of a history of dynamic 

relationships, to think him science must go back to the primordial historicity which 

is inscribed in us since the beginning of our organic formation, and reaches us at 

every single moment. To Kant, man has its a prioris of pure knwoledge. 

  

 As an artist [scientist/language researcher] I work in the reflex of this 

historicity + pure knwoledge. I’m interested in the human being as a product of 

this merging which unites individuals as species – or spirit -, linking them to the 

human universe. Art is a vehicle which shapes, embodies and texturizes this 

universal fusion; because it makes possible the transcendency of being/feeling of 

common experience while re-presenting it.  

 We’re perpendicular to the world, this position rules our relations. Our 

language leans on this life perspective: we know ourselves recognizing the world. 

Being before naming, qualities and individualities are the vectors of my current 

production. No better way of doing this than drawing.  

Our thinking reveals itself through images and drawing is the image and medium 

which reaches beyond the artistic and makes possible a direct contact with 



thinking. It’s the very first graphic language and has the universal ability of saying, 

translating, marking, engraving, indicating, recovering everything which is part of 

the human codex.   

 

 Drawing is the founder of the first histories we get to know. Lascaux, 

Altamira, Serra da Capivara are territories ontologically human even though none 

of them were designed by us. They function as a reserve, a sort of human embryo 

of what we (still) are today. A man needs to learn, count, transform, remember 

and preseve his histories. When we draw a ‘stick picture’ we visit our ancestors. It 

is this figure that is encrusted or painted on those stones, and reapears in the 

nakpins of a snack bar.  

 The moment of creation is a moment of investigating the internal shape 

which reappears in the support. These coreographies, melodies and shapes wich 

reborn through art are representative of this human pre-history – of this general 

history which no language or method has the power to aprehend or tell, once our 

post-history separates us from each other.  

 Our common general history lives in every individual. The artist deals 



always with the contents of humanity, which are and always will be the same. 

History and its marks found and refound repertoires in our lives continually.  

 What separates a man from a newly born is that the older is individual 

history; what separates an ancestral-drawing from contemporary man is our 

individual history.  

 What makes individuals is this dynamic qualification of our being in the 

world. This set of experiences does not produce contents that can be 

aprehended/accessed only through fruition of a represented object. The value of a 

drawing be it a pre-historic one or the ones on napkins varies according to the 

context where it appears though its shape may be the same.  

 

 When we draw an abstract, fast, simple and naïve “matchstick figure”, at 

this very moment we are sent back to our common-place, our organic history in the 

world. When drawing a man we revive its birth. The artist lives in the human 

territory, his choices set up his specific path on this common-place.  

 

 Art has the power of genesis, generating and founding a promise of life and 

external meaning to the mere represented being. It allows the interference on and 

the re-programming of these genetic codes. When we stare at a work of art we 

look at the footprint, not the whole history of the path. 
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